Module 1: Your Important Role in Monitoring Children’s Development

Learning Objectives:

1. Why monitoring children’s development and identifying developmental concerns early are important
2. Why early care and education providers have a unique and important role in developmental monitoring
3. How developmental monitoring can be easy with support from CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” checklists and resources

Learning Objective 1

Why monitoring children’s development and identifying developmental concerns early are important

The most important reason for monitoring each child’s development is to find out if a child’s development is on track. It is important to act early if there are signs of potential development delay because early treatment is so important for improving a child’s skills and abilities.
Developmental disabilities are surprisingly common

If you have not already had a child in your care with a developmental delay or disability, chances are, you will. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that about 1 in 6 children has a developmental disability. Children with developmental problems are at increased risk for poor outcomes in many areas important to health, well-being, and success in life.

Developmental disorders increase a child’s risk for poor school performance, frequent absences from school, and repeating a grade, as well as for having more health problems.

Most children with developmental delays are not identified early enough for them to benefit from early intervention services; you can help change that.

Although about 1 in 6 children has a developmental disability, less than half of these children are identified as having a problem before starting school. This is a problem that you can help solve. Too often, adults don’t recognize the signs of a potential developmental disability, they are not sure if their concern is warranted, or they don’t have resources to help make their concern easier to talk about. But pinpointing concerns and talking about them is very important to getting a child the help he or she might need.

Early treatment is important

Because early treatment can make a big difference in a child’s ability to learn new skills, it is very important for children with developmental disabilities. Speech therapy, physical therapy, and other services are available in every state for free or at low cost to parents. However, if a developmental concern is not identified early, parents can’t take advantage of these services.

Authorized by law, early treatment, known as intervention, is available in every state and territory of the United States. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) requires it. Part C of IDEA serves children under the age of 3 and Part B serves children ages 3 - 22. That’s why you’ll sometimes hear early intervention for very young children referred to as Part C or for school-age children, Part B.

If you monitor the development of each child in your care, you can identify children who might need services and support and help their parents get it for them as early as possible. You will also be able to reassure parents when their children’s development is on track.

It’s important to understand the difference between developmental monitoring and developmental screening.
Have you ever stopped to think just how important your role is in the lives of these young children?

The first years of life are so important for a child’s development. Early experiences make a difference in how young children’s brains develop and can influence lifelong learning and health. You spend a great deal of time with young children and are instrumental in determining many of the kinds of experiences they will have. Developmental monitoring means observing and noting specific ways a child plays, learns, speaks, acts, and moves every day, in an ongoing way. Developmental monitoring often involves tracking a child’s development using a checklist of developmental milestones.

You are in a unique position to monitor the development of each child in your care. You may be the first one to observe potential delays in a child’s development. Working with groups of same-aged children can help you recognize children who reach milestones early and late. Working with children of different ages can help you notice if a child’s skills are more similar to those of a younger or older child than to those of his or her same-aged peers.

Because you spend your day teaching, playing with, and watching children, you may find yourself at times concerned that a child in your care is not reaching milestones that other children his or her age have, or you may have families ask you if you are concerned about their child’s development.

Developmental screening is a more formal process that uses a validated screening tool at specific ages to determine if a child’s development is on track or whether he or she needs to be referred for further evaluation.

Both developmental monitoring and developmental screening should be done for all young children; however, this course focuses on the easy and important practice of developmental monitoring. If you already conduct developmental screening in your program, you will find out ways to encourage families to monitor their child’s development and how to communicate with families about the development of children in your care.
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Learning Objective 2

Why early care and education providers have a unique and important role in developmental monitoring

In caring for and teaching children, you are in a perfect position to see how they play, learn, speak, act, and move alongside others of their age.

12.5 Million Children Would Fill 174 Superdomes

Twelve and a half million children under the age of 5 in the United States are in some type of child care\textsuperscript{iv}. As large numbers of busy parents go off to work, you are on the front lines of watching how children grow and develop.
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WATCH

The Difference You Can Make: One Mom's Story
https://youtu.be/3jUTGSVTRJQ

You are a trusted partner and valuable resource to parents

Parents look to you for information on how their child is developing, because you often have good observations about their child's strengths and needs. Many parents may not have the chance to see their child with other children of the same age and may not have experience with any child other than their own. When that's the case, you can be their “measuring stick.” Even when parents have their own milestone tracking checklist, they may not fully understand what each milestone looks like. You can help by pointing out or describing them.

For example:

“Today when I was reading to Johnny he pointed to show me the pictures in the book. I was happy to see that developmental milestone at 18 months. I’ll bet you’re seeing him do that, too.”

In addition, because you have this special relationship with parents, they may feel more comfortable talking to you if they have concerns about their children’s development. You can provide support to them and their child by helping them think through what they need to do and whom to talk to.

You may already be required to monitor and screen children’s development

If you work in a child care center, make sure you know and understand your center’s policies on developmental monitoring, screening, and communicating with families.

Understanding the important role you play, what is required of you, and being equipped with appropriate tools will help you feel more confident in these processes.
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You may be required to use a developmental checklist, specific tool for screening, or a curriculum that addresses specific learning behaviors and goals. If required, talk to your supervisor or administrator before beginning to use any new tools.

It’s important to keep in mind that it is never your role to make or suggest a diagnosis for any child.

Your role is to:

1. Look for and note each child’s developmental milestones
2. Share what you’ve seen with parents
3. Encourage parents to talk to their child’s doctor if you or they have a concern

Learning Objective 3

How developmental monitoring can be easy with support from CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” checklists and resources

You observe children’s development every day in how they play, learn, speak, act, and move. You will find that it is easy and quick to monitor and record what you see if you have the right tools.

Monitoring each child’s development is easy with the right tools and resources.

If you’re not already tracking each child’s development, it’s easy to get started. By using checklists of developmental milestones for each child’s age like those offered by CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” program,
you can get a good idea of whether a child's development is on track.
If you have a concern about a child's development, using these easy tools can help you feel more confident about what you observe. It will also give you an objective tool to use when talking with parents.

**Using checklists of developmental milestones can confirm for you that a child seems to be developing as expected.**

When that happens, you can use the checklists to continue to observe and monitor the child's development and encourage the family to do the same.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) offers free, easy-to-use tools to help you look for and track developmental milestones.

**CDC's milestone checklists are easy to use and are based on milestones developed by the American Academy of Pediatrics. They are reliable and convenient tools for monitoring children's development.**

- Module 2 talks more about developmental milestones
- Module 3 explains the checklists and how to use them, along with other resources for you
- Module 4 gives insight on talking with parents about development

Access FREE CDC materials: [www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/freematerials.html](http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/actearly/freematerials.html)

**Key Points:**

- The most important reason for monitoring each child's development is to determine if his or her development is on track
- Most children with developmental delays are not identified early enough to benefit from early intervention
- Early intervention can make a big difference in a child's development and ability to learn new skills
- If you monitor the development of each child in your care, you can help identify children early who may need early intervention
- Developmental monitoring and developmental screening are not the same thing; it's important to understand the difference
- You are in a perfect position to see and track how all children in your care play, learn, speak, act and move alongside others of their age
- It is never your role to make or suggest a diagnosis for any child
- The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) offers free, easy-to-use, and interactive tools to help you look for and track developmental milestones
Module 1 Quiz

1. Tracking children’s development in your care is important for the following reasons:
   a. To find out if a child’s development is on track
   b. To find out if a child might have a developmental delay
   c. Both

2. About how many children in the U.S. have developmental disabilities?
   a. 1 in 17
   b. 1 in 6
   c. 1 in 50

3. You are in a perfect position to monitor children’s development in your care because (check all that apply):
   □ You spend a lot of time playing and interacting with children
   □ Parents see you as a trusted partner
   □ Parents may ask you about their child’s development
   □ You are in a position to make a diagnosis about a child’s development

4. Monitoring children’s development includes which of the following?
   a. Observing children’s milestones
   b. Using a developmental milestone checklist or developmental screening tool
   c. Sharing observations with parents and encouraging them to take action if concerned
   d. All the above

5. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has free and useful tools to help you monitor children’s development.
   a. True
   b. False
Module 1 Quiz Answers

1. Tracking children’s development in your care is important for the following reasons:
   a. To find out if a child’s development is on track
   b. To find out if a child might have a developmental delay
   c. Both

2. About how many children in the U.S. have developmental disabilities?
   a. 1 in 17
   b. 1 in 6
   c. 1 in 50

3. You are in a perfect position to monitor children’s development in your care because (check all that apply):
   ✓ You spend a lot of time playing and interacting with children
   ✓ Parents see you as a trusted partner
   ✓ Parents may ask you about their child’s development
   □ You are in a position to make a diagnosis about a child’s development

4. Monitoring children’s development includes which of the following?
   a. Observing children’s milestones
   b. Using a developmental milestone checklist or developmental screening tool
   c. Sharing observations with parents and encouraging them to take action if concerned
   d. All the above

5. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has free and useful tools to help you monitor children’s development.
   a. True
   b. False
Module 2: Understanding Children’s Developmental Milestones

Learning Objectives:

1. Why understanding developmental milestones is important
2. How to recognize developmental milestones

What are developmental milestones?

Developmental milestones are things most children can do by a certain age.

Skills such as taking a first step, smiling for the first time, and waving “bye-bye” are called developmental milestones. Children reach milestones in how they play, learn, speak, act, and move. You see children reach milestones every day. Though all children develop at their own pace, most children reach developmental milestones at or about the same age.
“Importance of Tracking Milestones: Ms. Carolyn discusses the importance of tracking developmental milestones”

When I first started teaching, I thought I knew all about developmental milestones. I knew they were the different things children were supposed to do at particular ages – like walk, crawl, and talk. I thought I knew them all, but I really only knew a few, and I’m not sure I even had those at the right ages! Anyway, it’s really helped me understand milestones better since I learned the phrase “play, learn, speak, act, and move.” Now I use milestone checklists to keep up with each child’s progress, but I’ll tell you more about that later. As I watch my little ones, I ask myself if they are all pretty similar in their ability to “play, learn, speak, act, and move.” If anything or anyone stands out, I pay special attention. I also use the checklists to think about what kinds of things my little ones should be doing next. For example, if a child in my classroom is 9 months old and is pointing at things, then I can look on my 12-month checklist and expect that soon she will be using simple gestures like shaking her head for “no” or waving “bye-bye.” I share this information with families, so they’ll know what to look for next, too.

Developmental milestones offer important clues about a child’s developmental health.

Reaching milestones at the typical ages shows a child is developing as expected. Reaching milestones much earlier means a child may be advanced compared with his or her peers of the same age.
Not reaching milestones or reaching them much later than children the same age can be the earliest indication that a child may have a developmental delay. **Some milestones are especially important.**

Not reaching those by a certain age is a developmental warning sign or red flag (examples given in learning objective 2). Children who don’t reach milestones may need extra support and services to reach their full potential.

Keep in mind that developmental progress is not always steady. You may see changes in development around important life events like the birth of a new sibling. By tracking each child’s developmental milestones over time, you will have a better understanding of his or her development and a better basis to judge if concern is warranted.

**Social/Emotional:**

This domain is about how children interact with others and show emotion.

- Smiling spontaneously, especially at people
- Cooperating with other children
- Showing affection for friends without prompting

**Also:** Pointing to show an airplane flying overhead, crying when mom or dad leaves, and imitating other children.
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**Language/Communication:**

This domain is about how children express their needs and share what they are thinking, as well as understand what is said to them.

- Cooing, babbling
- Pointing to show others what she wants
- Singing a song from memory such as the “Itsy Bitsy Spider”

*Also*: Following directions and speaking so others understand what they’re saying.

**Cognitive (learning, thinking, problem-solving):**

This domain is about how children learn new things and solve problems. It includes how children explore their environment to figure things out – whether by looking at the world around them, putting objects in their mouths, or dropping something to watch it fall. This domain also includes “academic” skills like counting and learning letters and numbers.

- Reaching for a toy with one hand
- Exploring things in different ways, like shaking, banging, throwing
- Building towers of at least four blocks

*Also*: An infant staring at mom’s face as she leans over his crib.
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Movement/Physical Development:

This domain is about how children use their bodies. It includes many milestones parents excitedly wait for.

Crawling  Catching a bounced ball most of the time  Eating with a spoon

Some developmental milestones fit more than one domain.

For example:

- Playing make-believe can be a social/emotional milestone as well as a cognitive milestone;
- Following instructions can be a language/communication milestone as well as a cognitive milestone; and
- Playing peek-a-boo can be a cognitive as well as a social/emotional milestone.

Looking for developmental milestones in every child is important.

The most important reason for monitoring each child’s development is to determine whether a child’s development is on track.
Looking for developmental milestones is important to understanding each child's development and behavior.

Milestones can help explain a child's behavior. For example, if a 1-year-old cries when her dad leaves the classroom in the morning, she is showing a typical 12-month milestone that signifies healthy development.

**WATCH**

Ms. Carolyn talks about spotting milestones like dumping and sorting [https://youtu.be/GgBvMnPhahQ](https://youtu.be/GgBvMnPhahQ)

---

**Learning Objective 2**

**How to recognize developmental milestones**

In your work caring for and teaching children, you are in a perfect position to observe the developmental milestones that mark how children play, learn, speak, act, and move alongside others of their age.

Below are some examples of developmental milestones and especially important warning signs of possible developmental delay for 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 and 36 months of age.
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Keep in mind these are only a few examples for each age. More complete lists and lists for other ages (2 months-5 years) can be found at [www.cdc.gov/Milestones](http://www.cdc.gov/Milestones).

Milestones at 6 Months

- **Social/Emotional** - Responds to other people’s emotions and often seems happy
- **Language/Communication** - Begins to say consonant sounds (jabbering with “m,” “b”)
- **Cognitive** - Begins to pass things from one hand to the other
- **Movement/Physical** - Begins to sit without support

WATCH
6 month milestone
[https://youtu.be/PqkS9Fg5LC0](https://youtu.be/PqkS9Fg5LC0)

Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:

- Doesn’t laugh or make squealing sounds
- Doesn’t make vowel sounds (“ah”, “eh”, “oh”)
- Doesn’t try to get things that are in reach
- Doesn’t roll over in either direction

Milestones at 9 Months

- **Social/Emotional** - Clingy with familiar adults; has favorite toy
- **Language/Communication** - Copies gestures; makes a lot of different sounds like “mamama” and “babababa”
- **Cognitive** - Plays peek-a-boo
- **Movement/Physical** - Pulls to stand; crawls
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WATCH

9 month milestone
https://youtu.be/kynBaPiigo0

Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:

- Doesn’t babble
- Doesn’t respond to own name
- Doesn’t look where you point
- Doesn’t seem to recognize familiar people

Milestones at 12 Months

- **Social/Emotional** - Repeats sounds or actions to get attention; is shy or nervous with strangers
- **Language/Communication** - Says “mama and “dada;” makes sounds with changes in tone
- **Cognitive** - Follows simple directions
- **Movement/Physical** - May stand alone

WATCH

12 month milestone
https://youtu.be/-ymRgo_hKaM
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Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:
- Doesn’t point to things
- Doesn’t learn gestures like waving
- Doesn’t say single words
- Loses skills he once had

Milestones at 18 Months
- **Social/Emotional** - Plays simple pretend; explores with parent nearby
- **Language/Communication** - Points to things in a book; says several single words
- **Cognitive** - Know how ordinary things are used; scribbles
- **Movement/Physical** - Walks; eats with a spoon

WATCH
18 month milestone
https://youtu.be/Jc4umXQ4A_c

Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:
- Doesn’t point to show things to others
- Doesn’t notice or mind when caregiver comes or goes
- Doesn’t gain new words or have at least 6 words
- Can’t walk

Milestones at 2 Years
- **Social/Emotional** - Plays mainly beside other children; copies others
- **Language/Communication** - Uses 2-4 word sentences; knows names of body parts
- **Cognitive** - Plays simple make-believe; can follow a 2-step instruction
- **Movement/Physical** - Kicks a ball; copies straight lines and circles
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**WATCH**

2 year milestone

[https://youtu.be/QVTaSjAkR6Q](https://youtu.be/QVTaSjAkR6Q)

---

**Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:**

- Doesn’t follow simple instructions
- Doesn’t copy actions and words
- Doesn’t use 2-word phrases
- Doesn’t walk steadily

---

Milestones at 3 Years

- **Social/Emotional** - Copies adults and friends
- **Language/Communication** - Talks well enough for strangers to understand most of the time
- **Cognitive** - Does puzzles with 3 or 4 pieces
- **Movement/Physical** - Runs easily

---

**WATCH**

3 year milestone
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Warning Signs of Possible Developmental Delay:

- Doesn’t want to play with other children or with toys
- Doesn’t speak in sentences
- Can’t work simple toys (such as peg boards, simple puzzles, turning a handle)
- Falls down a lot or has trouble with stairs

Key Points:

- The best way to monitor children’s development is to track their developmental milestones
- Developmental milestones are things most children can do by a certain age
- Developmental milestones offer important clues about a child’s developmental health
- Developmental milestones fall into categories of development called “domains”

Apply What You’ve Learned

Think of a child you know who is under the age of 5. Think of how that child plays, learns, speaks, acts, and moves. List at least two ways the child has shown milestones reached in each of the developmental domains.

Use the milestone checklists at www.cdc.gov/Milestones to help.

Here is an example:
Polly is 2 years old. Here are some of the milestones she has shown me:

Social/Emotional:
- Sometimes Polly greets another child just like I do. Milestone: Copies others, especially adults and older children.
- Sometimes Polly looks right at me and does what I just told her not to. Milestone: Shows defiant behavior.

Language/Communication:
- Polly can take her cup to the trash and then wash her hands when I say. Milestone: Follows simple instructions.
- She can name her shoulders, knees, and toes. Milestone: Knows names of familiar people and body parts.

Cognitive (thinking, learning, problem-solving):
1. When we play pat-a-cake, Polly says most of the rhyme with me. Milestone: Completes sentences and rhymes in familiar books.
2. I've watched Polly hold a toy baby bottle up to her doll’s mouth. Milestone: plays simple make-believe games.

Movement/Physical Development:
1. She kicks the ball outside. Milestone: Kicks a ball.
2. Polly climbs on the playground equipment by herself. Milestone: Climbs onto and down from furniture without help.
Module 2 Quiz

1. Skills such as taking a first step, smiling for the first time, and waving “bye-bye” are examples of developmental milestones.
   a. True
   b. False

2. The best way to monitor children’s development is to track their:
   a. Calorie intake
   b. Developmental milestones
   c. Head circumference

3. A child not reaching milestones at the expected ages may indicate:
   a. Child is on track developmentally
   b. Child may need extra support and services

4. At what age can most children point to show others something interesting?
   a. 9 months
   b. 12 months
   c. 18 months
   d. 24 months

5. Cooing or babbling sounds are a milestone in which domain:
   a. Social/emotional
   b. Cognitive
   c. Language/Communication
   d. Movement/Physical
Module 2 Quiz Answers

1. Skills such as taking a first step, smiling for the first time, and waving “bye-bye” are examples of developmental milestones.
   - a. True
   - b. False

2. The best way to monitor children’s development is to track their:
   - a. Calorie intake
   - b. Developmental milestones
   - c. Head circumference

3. A child not reaching milestones at the expected ages may indicate:
   - a. Child is on track developmentally
   - b. Child may need extra support and services

4. At what age can most children point to show others something interesting?
   - a. 9 months
   - b. 12 months
   - c. 18 months
   - d. 24 months

5. Cooing or babbling sounds are a milestone in which domain:
   - a. Social/emotional
   - b. Cognitive
   - c. Language/Communication
   - d. Movement/Physical
Module 3: Objective and Engaged Developmental Monitoring

Learning Objectives:

1. Understanding what developmental monitoring is
2. How to use CDC tools for developmental monitoring
3. How to help families when there are concerns about development

Learning Objective 1

Understanding what developmental monitoring is

Developmental monitoring means looking for developmental milestones over time and keeping a record of milestones you see.
Ms. Carolyn explains that you are already monitoring milestones

The first time I heard the term “developmental monitoring,” I was really intimidated and thought, “this sounds really complicated and time consuming. How am I going to do that on top of everything else I have to do during the day?” I was so relieved when I found out that “developmental monitoring” is just a fancy way of saying “watch, observe and record what the kids are doing to make sure they’re on track.” I just mark on a simple checklist when children meet milestones. We observe children everyday anyway. We watch what they’re doing when they play in the classroom or outside, when they eat, and so on. Monitoring is just that: watching and observing, and recording what you see. Making a check on a list when a child meets a milestone takes about two seconds, and it’s easier than just about anything else we do all day. It’s definitely easier than getting a room full of toddlers to sleep at naptime, and it’s a lot more fun than changing diapers! And if that’s all it takes to really make sure each child is on track and to make sure I’m not missing anything in all the hubbub each day, I’m all over it!

Developmental monitoring is best done with an objective checklist of typical developmental milestones.

Using milestone checklists in developmental monitoring will help you:

- become a better observer of the development of children in your care;
- better understand the developmental milestones children should reach at certain ages;
- more easily pinpoint potential developmental concerns for a child;
- have an objective basis to talk with parents when you are concerned about a child’s development;
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- and be better prepared to conduct developmental screening with a more formal tool if that is asked of you.

Sharing milestone checklists with families and encouraging them to use them at home can also help parents become better observers of their own children’s development. Using a checklist at home may confirm for families that their child is developing as he or she should, or it may give them the knowledge and self-confidence to talk with you and their healthcare provider about their concerns.

Warning!

However helpful, milestone checklists have some important limitations.

Milestone checklists are not validated screening tools. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that all children receive a developmental screen using a formal, scientifically tested screening tool at 9, 18, and 24 or 30 months, or whenever there is a concern, and an autism spectrum disorder screen at 18 and 24 months.

Using milestone checklists will not satisfy this recommendation. However, using a developmental milestone checklist can help determine if a child needs to be screened more frequently than what is recommended by the American Academy of Pediatrics. You may be required to use a validated screening tool and conduct screening. It is important to follow your employer’s policies regarding developmental screening and communicating with families.

Milestone checklists cannot be used to diagnose any developmental disability. Diagnosing a child with a developmental disability often requires an in-depth evaluation by one or more specialists.
Different childrearing practices and cultural expectations can influence a child’s developmental milestones. For example, making eye contact or copying others might be examples of developmental milestones that are not typical in some cultures.

Learning Objective 2

How to use CDC tools for developmental monitoring

Developmental monitoring can be easy and fun when you have the right tools. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or CDC, through its “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” program, offers free, easy-to-use milestone checklists, and other materials to help.

CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” materials, including milestone checklists and other helpful tools, are available at www.cdc.gov/ActEarly. Visit the website to view them, print them, and begin using them today!
So, this may sound really surprising, but...I like tracking milestones. I think it's fun, and everything about it fascinates me. The personalities of the children in my class are always so different, but for the most part, they meet their milestones about the same time. But the order in which they meet them can be so different. Keeping up with what each child is doing, and knowing what each child still needs to learn is really easy. In the next section, you're going to learn about some materials from “Learn the signs. Act early.” (the program I mentioned earlier.) I use the materials for different purposes. For tracking milestones in the classroom, I use the milestone checklists, because they're just one page, and I can print them as I need them. There are lots of format choices. One thing we did at the ABC Center was to take some of the materials and put our own logo and contact information on them. Then we had a local printer print them for us. We give them out to families and put them in the waiting areas in the Center. If you want to do this too, for your Center, all you have to do is email the Act Early people. They'll give you access to the files you need so you can plug in your information and get them printed. It's that easy!

Milestone Checklists

Milestone Checklists are single-page lists of developmental milestones and warning signs of potential developmental delay for specific ages.

Features:
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- Each checklist focuses on a specific age; 2 months through 5 years
- Available in English and Spanish (can be printed with Spanish on reverse)
- Includes information about when and how a parent should “act early” on concerns
- Easily printed and photocopied


### Tips for Using the Milestone Checklists

- Print a copy of a checklist for every child at the start of the school year; every month, take time to update each child’s checklist with the milestones he or she has reached
- Print a copy of a blank checklist for each child’s family; let them know you’ll be updating it each month and encourage them to do the same at home
- Review the latest checklists at every parent/teacher conference as a way to share the child’s progress with the parents

### Milestone Moments Booklet

The Milestone Moments Booklet is a 42-page mini-booklet that includes full milestone checklists from 2 months through 5 years of age, with milestones and warning signs for each age. It also includes age-appropriate activities that you can try in the classroom and parents can try at home to help their children learn and grow. This booklet is intended to be kept and used over time.

Features:

- High-quality resource to be kept and used over time to record a child’s development
- Suggests age-appropriate activities to help children learn and grow
- Includes information about when and how a parent should “act early” on concerns
- Available in English and Spanish
- Pre-printed copies available free in LIMITED quantities
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View and print English booklet now:

View and print Spanish booklet now:

Tips for Using the Milestone Moments Booklet

- Provide a copy to every family when their child enrolls; encourage families to use it at home (See end of this section to learn how to customize and print copies for every family)
- Try at least one of the suggested activities from the booklet as part of your in-classroom activities
- Include at least one of the suggested activities from the booklet in each edition of your monthly newsletter for parents to try at home

Milestones Brochure: Track Your Child’s Developmental Milestones

The Milestones Brochure is a colorful and engaging trifold brochure that introduces a few key milestones for ages 6 months to 4 years and explains the importance of looking for milestones and acting early on concerns about development.

Features:

- A great introduction to the importance of developmental monitoring and acting early on concerns
- Highlights a few key milestones for a variety of ages
- Available in English and Spanish
- Easily printed and photocopied

View and print English brochure now:

View and print Spanish brochure now:
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Tips for Using the Milestones Brochure

- Laminate a copy and post it to the bulletin board outside your classroom
- Include copies of the brochure in the parent resource center and in the lobby
- Post a link to the brochure on your center’s website
- Post on the staff refrigerator as a friendly reminder to your coworkers of the importance of developmental monitoring

Growth Chart

The Growth Chart is a great display for the classroom and a reminder to watch and record physical AND developmental growth. It includes height on the left side and milestones on the right. It has places for you to add pictures of students in your class!

Features:

- A useful reminder of the importance of tracking both physical and developmental growth
- A nice classroom display that can be customized with photos of the children in your class
- Highlights a few key milestones at different ages
- Available in English with Spanish on reverse

Pre-printed copies available free in LIMITED quantities:

Tips for Using for Using the Growth Chart

- A few times each year, mark each child’s height on the growth chart and update the customized photos. At the same time, make a mental note about how each child is meeting or working toward the milestones listed.
- Give each child a blank growth chart on his or her birthday for the family to use at home. (See end of this section to learn how to customize and print copies for every family.)
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Amazing Me — It’s Busy Being 3!

This children’s book, for kids 2½ through 4 years of age, is really AMAZING! It tells the story of Joey and all the things he can do now that he is 3. Throughout the story, Joey’s amazing developmental milestones are called out for teachers and parents at the bottom of almost every page. It’s another great reminder of all the AMAZING developmental milestones to be looking for each day!

Features:

- A fun story, tested with teachers, parents, and children, that keeps the attention of a young audience
- Beautiful illustrations depicting activities relatable to many children
- “Milestone Moments” called out at the bottom of the pages for teachers and parents; and a koala for the children to find each time Joey shows an amazing milestone!
- Full 3-year-old developmental milestone checklist and age-appropriate activities in the back
- Interactive e-version available at www.cdc.gov/AmazingMe
- Pre-printed copies available free in LIMITED quantities

Tips for Using Amazing Me

- Order a copy for the 3-year-old classroom and incorporate it into weekly reading circle time.
- Read it aloud to parents and children in the 3-year-old room during an annual “open house” or other event for parents.
- Give a copy to each child on his or her 3rd birthday so families can read it at home. (See end of this section to learn how to customize and print copies for every family.)
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All of CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” materials are:

- Research-based
- Easy to understand
- Parent-tested
- Reproducible (no copyright)
- Available in English and Spanish
- Available to download or print
- Popular!
- Free in LIMITED quantities
- CUSTOMIZABLE and can be printed locally in the quantities you need

Getting Materials for Every Child in Your Care

- CDC offers a limited number of free, pre-printed copies
- Items like the Milestone Checklists and Brochure print easily from the web using a desktop printer—feel free to make as many copies as you need.
- For other items, we encourage you to contact us (by emailing ActEarly@cdc.gov) to obtain the file, customize it by adding your logo and local contact information, and talk with your employer about having it printed locally

Remember

- Milestone checklists do NOT take the place of developmental screening with a formal, scientifically tested screening tool.
- If a child is between two ages for which checklists are offered, use the checklist for the younger age (for example, use the 18-month checklist for a 20-month old child, NOT the 24-month checklist).
- Talk with your employer about how best to incorporate CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” materials into your work and about the possibility of customizing materials and having them printed locally.
Supporting a family with your encouragement to act early on concerns about a child’s development is a critical step toward helping a child get the early services he or she might need.

A first step in supporting a family to act early is to understand the process of referrals and next steps so that you can help families navigate through it. These are the common steps families and providers take in getting help for a child with a developmental disability:
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1. Developmental monitoring to validate and pinpoint potential developmental concerns

You’ve learned about developmental monitoring and how to do it earlier in this module.

2. Conversation between the family and the child’s doctor about developmental concerns

It is important for parents to talk with their child’s doctor about the milestones their child has reached and what to expect next. Ask families to take their milestone checklists to their child’s primary healthcare provider or medical home. It is especially important that parents have that conversation if they are concerned about their child's development.
3. **Developmental screening using a validated screening tool is conducted to determine if action is necessary**

If you or someone in your center conducts developmental screens for the children in your care, be sure to give the parents the screen result and encourage them to share that information with the child’s doctor. If you don’t conduct screening, encourage the family to ask their child’s doctor about conducting a developmental screen. If the family does not have a regular doctor for their child, you can help them find one at the [National Center for Medical Home Implementation website](https://www.medicalhomeinfo.org).

4. **Referral to a specialist for establishing a diagnosis**

The child may also be referred to a specialist such as a developmental pediatrician, child neurologist, or child psychologist for a more in-depth medical evaluation that may lead to a specific diagnosis of a developmental disability or other condition. Usually only a pediatrician, family practice doctor, or other healthcare provider refers a family to a medical specialist.
5. **Referral to the local early intervention system to determine if the child is eligible for services**

If a parent is worried about his or her child’s development, or if results of developmental monitoring or screening indicate developmental concerns, then you can encourage the family to call their local early intervention provider or local elementary school for a more detailed developmental evaluation to see if he or she would benefit from services such as speech therapy, physical therapy, or other specialized services.

The evaluation is free or low cost if conducted by the local public early intervention system or public school system. It determines whether a child is eligible for services but does not usually provide a diagnosis of any specific developmental disability.
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To refer parents to early intervention services:

Children 0-3 Years Old:

- If the child is younger than 3 years old, contact your local early intervention system. Click here to find the website and phone number for your state or territory’s early intervention system.

Children 3 Years Old or Older:

- If the child is 3 years old or older, contact your local public school system.
- Even if the child is not old enough for kindergarten or enrolled in a public school, call your local elementary school and ask to speak with someone who can help you have the child evaluated.

In either call, parents should specifically ask about getting an evaluation to determine if their child is eligible for services: “I am concerned about my child’s development and would like to talk with someone about having my child evaluated. Can you help me or let me speak with someone who can?”

Parents do NOT need a doctor’s referral or medical diagnosis to contact their early intervention system or public school to request an evaluation for services.

**Key Points:**

- Developmental monitoring means looking for children’s developmental milestones over time and keeping a record of milestones you see
- Developmental monitoring is best done with an objective checklist of typical developmental milestones
- The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) offers free, easy-to-use milestone checklists for you at [www.cdc.gov/Milestones](http://www.cdc.gov/Milestones)
- Supporting a family with your encouragement to act early on any concerns is a critical step toward helping a child get the early help he or she might need
- It is important to understand the process of referrals and next steps so that you can help families navigate through it
- Parents do not need a doctor’s referral or a medical diagnosis to contact their early intervention system or public school
Apply What You’ve Learned

Choose one “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” material and describe how you can use it in your work with children and parents. List the steps you need to get this started.

Here is an example:
I choose the Milestones Brochure.

To get started, I will:
- Find the Brochure on the CDC website, www.cdc.gov/ActEarly
- Print out 15 color copies and fold them into the tri-fold format
- Show them to my center director and tell her I plan to give these out to my parents
- Hand them to parents when they come to pick up their child
- Tell parents there are some easy ways to learn more about their child’s development and that I can help
Module 3 Quiz

1. Developmental monitoring (check all that apply):
   - ☐ Involves looking for children’s developmental milestones over time
   - ☐ Is best done by watching children and comparing them to each other
   - ☐ Involves using an objective milestone checklist for the child’s age
   - ☐ Should be done only by trained medical professionals

2. Developmental screening (check all that apply):
   - ☐ Involves using a validated developmental screening tool
   - ☐ Should be done for all children
   - ☐ Usually requires special training
   - ☐ Involves looking for children’s developmental milestones at specific times

3. When there are developmental concerns, families should be referred to (check all that apply):
   - ☐ Their child’s healthcare provider
   - ☐ The local chapter of the American Red Cross
   - ☐ Their local early intervention system or public school
   - ☐ The local chapter of the United Way

4. Do parents need a doctor’s referral or a medical diagnosis to contact their early intervention program or their local public school for help, if they are concerned about their child’s development?
   a. It depends on their insurance requirements
   b. Yes, always
   c. Usually, but there are ways around it
   d. No
Module 3 Quiz Answers

1. Developmental monitoring (check all that apply):
   - ✔️ **Involves looking for children’s developmental milestones over time**
   - □ Is best done by watching children and comparing them to each other
   - ✔️ **Involves using an objective milestone checklist for the child’s age**
   - □ Should be done only by trained medical professionals

2. Developmental screening (check all that apply):
   - ✔️ **Involves using a validated developmental screening tool**
   - ✔️ **Should be done for all children**
   - ✔️ **Usually requires special training**
   - ✔️ **Involves looking for children’s developmental milestones at specific times**

3. When there are developmental concerns, families should be referred to (check all that apply):
   - ✔️ **Their child’s healthcare provider**
   - □ The local chapter of the American Red Cross
   - ✔️ **Their local early intervention system or public school**
   - □ The local chapter of the United Way

4. Do parents need a doctor’s referral or a medical diagnosis to contact their early intervention program or their local public school for help, if they are concerned about their child’s development?
   - a. It depends on their insurance requirements
   - b. Yes, always
   - c. Usually, but there are ways around it
   - d. **No**
Module 4: How to Talk with Parents about their Child’s Development

Learning Objectives:

1. How to communicate with families about development
2. How to encourage families to be aware of and monitor developmental milestones
3. How to communicate when you have a concern
4. How to encourage families to talk with their child’s doctor about their child’s development
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Discuss healthy development with families regularly.

Celebrating milestones is infectious! Families begin to see the importance of those accomplishments and will want to take notice as well. Children grow up so quickly; it is as if one day they are beginning to sit up and the next they are playing baseball. All the “small” steps in between represent important developmental milestones: rolling over, sitting up, crawling, cruising, walking, running, and others.

Just like these movement milestones that are so familiar to parents, their child’s social/emotional, communication/language, and cognitive developmental milestones also progress in a series of orderly steps. In addition, there can be clues in those steps that could alert parents to a potential developmental concern.

Learning Objective 1

How to communicate with families about development

Parents see you as a trusted partner in their child’s care, and they look to you for information about how their child is developing. Using good listening skills can make your conversations with parents easier and help you feel more confident.
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The more you, as their trusted partner and provider, routinely talk with families about their children’s development, the more families will be engaged as well.

Sharing milestones with parents can help them have realistic expectations and better understand their child’s behaviors. If parents do not know when a child should have a certain skill, they may worry unnecessarily.

For example:

*If a parent says she is concerned that her 2-month-old is not rolling over, you can reassure her that rolling over from tummy to back is a typical milestone at 4 months.*

When a child reaches milestones early or late, it’s important to share that information with parents. Parents always like to hear if their child has met a milestone early.

For example:

*“Today Janie built a tower of 5 blocks! That’s a milestone we usually don’t see until about 2 years old, so she’s a little ahead. Way to go, Janie!”*
Although it’s not as fun to share information about late milestones, it’s important to give parents that information as well.

For example:

“Kofi is meeting lots of his 2-year-old milestones – I’ve seen him copy other children, and he points to things when I say them, and I know he knows names for parts of his body like ears, nose, and eyes. I haven’t heard him say short sentences with 2-4 words yet, but I’ll keep looking for that milestone too.”

Because acting early can make such a difference, sharing milestones with parents and pointing out areas of concern can also help them recognize potential developmental concerns.
Good listening skills help make a conversation more successful.

How you carry on the conversation is very important to its success. Using these skills will help build relationships and encourage better communication:

- During the conversation, listen closely; try to make eye contact, nod when appropriate, and be silent when the parent is speaking.
- After listening, repeat back in your own words the parent’s main point so he or she will know you heard and understood. For example, if a mother of a child in your care says that her child is not speaking as clearly as her neighbor’s child of the same age, you might say, “I hear you saying that you do not hear Ginny speaking clearly.”
- As you listen, also consider how the parent feels about what he or she is saying. Watch and listen closely for clues to those feelings. If you acknowledge those feelings in what you say, you will build a stronger connection with the parent. For example, if a mother seems worried when talking about her child, you might say, “It sounds like you are pretty worried about this.”

Developing and using these listening skills in your conversations with parents will help to enhance your relationships with parents and make difficult conversations more successful.

WATCH
Ms. Carolyn displays active listening skills with a mom of a typically-developing child
https://youtu.be/JstvhNqk3is
**Learning Objective 2**

**How to encourage families to be aware of and monitor developmental milestones**

You set a good example for families when you monitor children’s development. Talk with parents regularly about their child’s milestones. Encourage them to monitor their child’s development at home by sharing the materials available through “Learn the Signs. Act Early.”

**Encourage families to use developmental milestone checklists to monitor their child’s development.**

Milestone checklists and the Milestone Moments booklet from CDC’s “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” program are easy-to-use, proven tools as useful for families as they are for you.

These materials can help families understand what typical developmental milestones are at certain ages and can help establish appropriate expectations. Not only will these materials give parents a snapshot of what their child is doing right now, they will help them to anticipate developmental milestones that are emerging or will come next. Having milestone checklists as a reference can greatly help you and the parent think about what kinds of toys might be appropriate and how to create an environment that encourages the child’s development.
Parents can refer to the positive parenting tips in the Milestone Moments booklet for ideas. Be sure to encourage families to take a look at the “Learn the Signs. Act Early.” website and give them ideas of ways they can use the materials:

- Put the Milestones Brochure or Milestone Checklists on the refrigerator and watch for milestones
- Put a Milestone Moments Booklet in the play area and refer to it at the respective ages

If you build developmental monitoring and feedback into your daily routines, such as in progress reports, for example, then families will begin to notice what their child is accomplishing and might begin monitoring their child’s developmental milestones at home.

Having frequent conversations about development with families when they drop off or pick up their child can show the parent that you value their child and his or her development. Parents will love to hear that their child used a play phone to “call” them at work as much as how long he napped.
Learning Objective 3

How to communicate when you have a concern

Communicating concerns with families about their child’s development will be much easier if you have already established a meaningful relationship, are prepared, and focus your conversation on specific developmental milestones.

Before raising concerns with families, make sure you are well prepared:

- Beforehand, invest considerable time in building meaningful and collaborative relationships with the parents. Chances are, parents may already have some concerns of their own and might feel more comfortable having that conversation if they feel they have a relationship with you that is built on mutual respect and open communication.
- Complete a milestone checklist for the child’s age, either as a single sheet or in the Milestone Moments booklet (find both here). If the child is between ages of the milestone checklists, use the checklist for the younger age.

Warning!

Make sure you know your center's policies.

If you work in a child care center or for another employer, there are additional considerations for you:
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- Be aware of your employer’s policies regarding conversations with families. Your center’s policy may only allow the director or other administrator to communicate developmental concerns to families.
- Be aware of your center’s referral procedures and community contacts, so that you are prepared with that information if you need to give it to families.
- Let your supervisor know you plan to have this conversation with a parent(s) and consider asking for him or her to join you for the conversation.

Now that you have been observing and monitoring, you have a lot of knowledge and insight about children in your care. You will want to communicate this information in the best way possible.

Keep the following tips in mind for your conversation with a parent:

Use the completed milestone checklist as the basis for your conversation. The checklist is an objective tool that can both confirm and pinpoint your concerns.

And because it was developed by CDC and is based on the gold-standard milestone lists from the American Academy of Pediatrics, it offers you enhanced credibility and objectivity in your conversation.

AVOID “I think Jason is behind in his development. He can’t do things other children can do at his age.”
“I wanted to take a minute to talk with you about how well Jason is developing. I like to use a checklist for developmental milestones from CDC and the American Academy of Pediatrics. It’s good for helping us understand his development and which milestones he’s met, along with which ones he’s still working on.”

Start off the conversation by highlighting some of the child’s strengths. Name some developmental milestones the child has mastered, and say how excited you are to see his or her progress in those areas.

“Jason doesn’t know what to do with a toy phone or even a spoon, and there are other milestones he hasn’t met either. This list shows all the milestones he can’t do.”
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TRY

“Jason has made some real progress in his developmental milestones lately. I noticed he really likes to play alongside other children, and he is good at following simple instructions. There are other milestones he’s met, and some he’s still working on. Let’s take a look at this list, and you can fill me in on whether you’ve seen some of these at home, too.”

Avoid

“I saw a special on TV last week about autism and I am pretty sure that’s what Jason has.”

Focus on specific developmental milestones in your conversation, without including any diagnostic labels. Even if you believe you can identify a specific disability in a child, it is never your role to make a diagnosis.
“Does Jason turn and look at you when you call his name? I have noticed that he does not seem to respond to his name but continues to play with a truck, spinning the wheels around and around.”

Be clear about what your goal is for the conversation. Be honest, kind, and respectful in your tone. It is okay to say you may be overly concerned, and that it is always best to check with the child’s doctor.

“Look at all these milestones Jason is missing on this checklist. That means that something is really wrong with his development. He’s way behind the other kids in this room.”
“Does Jason turn and look at you when you call his name? I have noticed that he does not seem to respond to his name but continues to play with a truck, spinning the wheels around and around.”

Make the conversation a two-way discussion. Pause a lot, giving the parent time to think and respond – Remember your active listening skills! Listen to and watch the parent to decide on how to proceed. Pay attention to tone of voice and body language.

“So that’s the list. Take it to the doctor and see what he has to say about it. That’s what I wanted to cover today.”
“Have you seen Jason do some of these milestones at home? PAUSE. Now that we’ve looked at the checklist, what are your thoughts? PAUSE. What do you think is a good idea to do next? PAUSE.”

Remind the parent that you care for their child and you want to make sure that the child has every opportunity to be his or her very best.

“Jason is challenging; he’s just not like the other kids. But I’m doing what I can with him.”
TRY

“I really love Jason and I am so happy to have him in my class. I want what’s best for him, and that’s why I wanted to talk to you about this. If we do have a concern, it’s best to address it right away. We can talk about this again in a month or so, and maybe by then you can let me know what the doctor’s thoughts were.”

WATCH

Ms. Carolyn has a conversation with a mom discussing her concerns for a child in her class [https://youtu.be/LvhXmdxqC6o](https://youtu.be/LvhXmdxqC6o)

It is important to remember that when raising concerns with families, in some ways you are asking them to reconsider their image of their child and potentially their dreams and vision for their future.

Some families may be relieved because they had had the same concerns themselves but were afraid to raise them. Others may resent or deny your concerns and refuse to accept the information you give them.

Whatever the parent’s response, if you have the facts based on an objective measure, then you can encourage the families to take that information to their child’s healthcare provider.
Encourage parents to share their concerns with their child’s doctor or healthcare provider. Many families have a regular pediatrician or healthcare provider who can help the family sort out their concerns and think about next steps. The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that all children be screened using a formal, scientifically tested screening tool whenever there is a concern, along with routine screenings at 9, 18, and 24 or 30 months and autism screening at 18 and 24 months. Encourage families to ask their child’s doctor about developmental screening especially if a milestone checklist pinpoints a concern.

If you or someone in your center regularly screens children in your care with a formal, scientifically tested screening tool, encourage the family to share those screening results with their child’s doctor. If the family does not have a regular healthcare provider, then you may want to talk with your center director or employer about helping connect a family to a medical home. You can help them find one at the [National Center for Medical Home Implementation website](http://www.nationalcenterfornmedicalhome.org).
1. Remind parents that their questions and concerns are important and that sharing them with the child’s doctor is an important step to getting their child the early help he or she might need.

2. Print a copy of the tip sheet Concerned about development? How to talk with the doctor, and give it to the parent. This sheet includes:
   - steps parents can take to prepare for the visit with the doctor,
   - ways parents can ensure that all of their questions and concerns are addressed,
   - how parents can be sure they’ve understood what the doctor has told them and the next steps to take, and
   - what parents can do if they feel uneasy about the advice the doctor has given them.

3. Later, follow-up with the parents to find out how the visit with the doctor went. Ask if there is anything you can do in the classroom to help support the next steps for the child. (If you’re unsure about agreeing to a specific request, tell the parent that you’d like to talk it over with your supervisor first.)

If the parent is not satisfied with how the visit went or is feeling uneasy about what the doctor said, encourage the parent to consider getting a second opinion.

Remember, providing support to parents to help them “act early” on developmental concerns may take a little extra effort, but can make a world of difference for the child and the whole family!
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**WATCH**
Pulling it All Together:
Ms. Carolyn shares a case study of twins, Jacob & Tyler
[https://youtu.be/EyenfkKNZmQ](https://youtu.be/EyenfkKNZmQ)

**Key Points:**

- Discuss healthy development with families regularly
- When you talk with families, be mindful of cultural differences
- Good listening skills help make a conversation more successful
- Encourage families to use developmental milestone checklists to monitor their child’s development
- Before raising concerns with families, make sure you are well prepared
- Encourage the parent to talk with the child’s doctor or healthcare provider

**Apply What You’ve Learned**

Are you concerned about the development of a child in your care? Have you talked with his or her parent(s) about your concerns?

If you have, think about that conversation in light of what you’ve learned in this module. What did you say to the parent? How did you say it? Did you encourage the parent to talk to the child’s doctor? Did you suggest the parent call the early intervention program? What would you have done differently now, after this training?

If you have not talked with the parent, think about how you might have that conversation. How do you need to prepare? What resources will you gather to provide to the parent(s)? Who else at your center will you include in the conversation? What suggestions will you give the parent(s)? Use the information in this module to help you.
Module 4 Quiz

1. Discussing development with families regularly can help you (check all that apply):
   □ Identify potential concerns about a child’s development
   □ Diagnose a child with autism
   □ Have realistic expectations and better understand children’s behaviors
   □ Encourage parents to talk to their child’s doctor if they are concerned

2. Good listening skills involve (check all that apply):
   □ Listening closely, making eye contact, and nodding when appropriate
   □ Repeating back in your own words the parent’s main point
   □ Interrupting when necessary
   □ Considering how the parent feels

3. When you bring up a concern about a child’s development with his or her parents (check all that apply):
   □ For the first conversation, it’s not necessary to talk to your supervisor beforehand or find out your center’s policies.
   □ It doesn’t matter if you haven’t talked with the parents much in the past because you can get to know them when you talk about your concerns.
   □ It helps to have a completed milestone checklist to use in your conversation to provide an objective basis for your concerns.

4. It is important to encourage all parents to talk to their child’s doctor about their child’s development.
   a. True
   b. False
Module 4 Quiz Answers

1. Discussing development with families regularly can help you (check all that apply):
   ✓ Identify potential concerns about a child’s development
   ✓ Have realistic expectations and better understand children’s behaviors
   ✓ Encourage parents to talk to their child’s doctor if they are concerned
   □ Diagnose a child with autism

2. Good listening skills involve (check all that apply):
   ✓ Listening closely, making eye contact, and nodding when appropriate
   ✓ Repeating back in your own words the parent’s main point
   ✓ Interrupting when necessary
   ✓ Considering how the parent feels

3. When you bring up a concern about a child’s development with his or her parents (check all that apply):
   ✓ For the first conversation, it’s not necessary to talk to your supervisor beforehand or find out your center’s policies.
   ✓ It doesn’t matter if you haven’t talked with the parents much in the past because you can get to know them when you talk about your concerns.
   ✓ **It helps to have a completed milestone checklist to use in your conversation to provide an objective basis for your concerns.**

4. It is important to encourage all parents to talk to their child’s doctor about their child’s development.
   a. True
   b. False